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1. INTRODUCTION   

Real-time object tracking becomes much more

demanding task, while applying CNN-based struc-

ture for detecting and identifying exact object from

coming real-time frames, and it’s also urgent to

mention that during actual time tracking, position

or location of the object in the real time video se-

quence of the frames may come with overlapping,

occlusions, motion blur, changing appearance, illu-

mination changes, cluttered background, environ-

mental variations, and so on [1-3]. In such cases,
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all kind of tracking filters, algorithms, methods

may fail, and may not recover object after appear-

ing in the next frame. The proposed method can

overcome problems which mentioned above and

could achieve better tracking results. In this pro-

posed method there are some tasks for creating ob-

ject tracking process comes with doing some steps

and general idea is shown in Fig. 1.

The main goal in this proposed tracking method

is to focus on exact object to track, furthermore

because of the real-time object tracking environ-

ment there are some parameters should be consid-

ered, such as camera movement, distance between

object and camera, and so on. As an object detector

Faster R-CNN have been used after comparing all

object detection methods, for instance Viola-Jones

algorithm: the first efficient face detector [4,5],

much more efficient detection technique: Histo-

grams of Oriented Gradients [6], and from 2012 the

deep learning methods, which is called “Convolu-

tional Neural Networks” became the gold standard

for image classification after Kriszhevsky's CNN's

performance during ImageNet [7], While these re-

sults are impressive, image classification is far

simpler than the complexity and diversity of true

human visual understanding. In CNN based object

detector there is image classification part, whereas

an image with a single object as the focus and the

task is to say what that image is. However when

we look around us, it’s far more complex task to

carry out. While detecting object from coming re-

al-time frames it may appear with complicated

sights including multiple overlapping objects, and

different backgrounds, and not only classify these

different objects but also identify their boundaries,

differences, and relations to one another.

A better approach, R-CNN has been proposed

[8] after CNN realized. R-CNN creates bounding

boxes, or region proposals, using a process called

Selective Search. Later, improvement of R-CNN

has been recommended called Fast R-CNN by the

same authors [9], which Fast R-CNN builds on

previous work to efficiently classify object pro-

posals using deep convolutional networks. Com-

pared to previous work, Fast R-CNN employs sev-

eral innovations to improve training and testing

speed while also increasing detection accuracy.

Furthermore, the authors of Fast R-CNN tried to

find out more results and high detecting accuracy

in every type of classes, and one more im-

plementation of work Faster R-CNN suggested by

R. Girshick [10], where further merge R-CNN and

Fast R-CNN into a single network by sharing their

convolutional features using the recently popular

terminology of neural networks with “attention”

mechanisms, the RPN component tells the unified

network where to look [10].

There are several tracking filters, methods, al-

gorithms have been implemented and utilized in

variety of task that achieved noticeable outcomes.

However, this actual algorithms of tracking pedes-

trians shows a low performance when faced with

problems like mentioned in a first paragraph of this

chapter. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that

to apply OpenCV-based CSRT tracker into person

detection and tracking, which we combined with

Faster R-CNN based object detector and obtained

trained object detector model. With the great afford

of deep learning based object detection technique

that we can easily avoid target misclassification

Fig. 1. Basic steps for tracking an object.
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and lost. As an object tracker we use OpenCV-

based CSRT tracker that applies trained detection

model which includes all object features, candidate

regions, object bounds, objectless scores at each

position, and exact labeled object. Our proposed al-

gorithm associated with detection model and

tracker at the same time. Moreover, the states of

object are determined by detector and tracker that

can use the information respectively while in

tracking process.

Finally, the results demonstrate that proposed

tracking method has gained remarkable outcome,

and tested in a different datasets with single and

overlapping images, also the tracking system ex-

perimented with video and real-time sequence and

got much better performance that rather than using

tracking filter without any additional supporter like

detector. We also demonstrated result of tracking

that compared with detector, also without it, per-

formance is clear an obvious.

Next section follows with the mathematical ex-

planation of proposed approach in detail and along

with some graphical visualization. In section 3, the

detailed results will be presented which obtained

during the experiments and we also compared visual

value with the conventional methods performance.

2. PROPOSED TRACKING METHOD

Tracking process is quite demanding task in

case of using in a real-time controlling systems.

In general, the problem we are going to find a sol-

ution is starts with learning what object is going

to track and collecting dataset related to our target.

Suggested Object detection method in this pro-

posed object tracking is one of the most useful and

popular detection structure among detection ap-

proaches that gives good results faster and high

accuracy. Tracking algorithm has been imple-

mented to correspond each other while tracking

process and get required information from trained

object detection model. Fig. 1 summarizes general

principal steps used in this method.

2.1 Drone Dataset (DD)

The dataset has been collected through different

kind of internet resources, like post blocks, media

sites, google resources, and so on. All pictures on

dataset taken by drone camera in a different posi-

tions and backgrounds. After collecting all needed

images, it has been labeled into two classes: person

and car. Those labeled images stored into required

direction to create a label map for identifying object

location, bounding boxes, and object features from

dataset. A differences between our dataset from

other open source datasets are: in our dataset only

two type of objects have been labeled and created

label map after detection for identifying object’s ID

and name as well. Our dataset contains 600 labeled

images, 400 for training and 200 for testing. All im-

ages have been labeled manually and created .csv

files for training and test labeled images, which

contains coordinates of bounding rectangles for

every objects in every images that stored image

folder as a ready dataset files to run for training

process. Here is some images shown in Fig. 2 from

our DD.

2.2 Overview of the object detection task

Generally, Object detection is a computer tech-

nology related to computer vision and image proc-

essing that deals with detecting instances of se-

mantic objects of a certain classes(such as hu-

mans, buildings, or cars) in digital images and vid-

eos [11]. Well-researched domains of object de-

tection include face detection and pedestrian de-

tection too.

Object detection has applications in many areas

of computer vision, including image retrieval and

video surveillance. Detecting objects from image

whether an example of a semantic object is in a

2D image or in a real-time video sequence, one

could create a classification model trained with

feature extracted from positive and negative

classes and use the trained model to classify a giv-

en image [12]. Variations in position, color, lighting
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conditions, size, etc., greatly affect the performance

of the model. Object detection and tracking proc-

esses should be fine-tuned, that depending on what

kind of problem is going to be solved. This is usu-

ally determined by the characteristics of the target.

For instance, detecting vehicles require different

parameters tuning than detecting pedestrians, ani-

mals, or faces, and so on. Due to the variations of

the target, the process of detection differs with in-

ternal parameters, such as environmental con-

ditions, target size, change in appearance, etc.

This feature-based technique exploits a notable

differentiation character of the objects that taken

from 2D pixel information in an image [13]. While

using feature points of 2D images, such as color,

intensity, background information it is easy way

to identify object from frames if it will not change

the appearance, position, and size as well. However

this 2D pixel information of images usually cannot

give us proper and exact parameters of observed

objects. Deep learning approaches for object de-

tection has achieved state-of-the-art performance

and used several object detection applications. This

method gives better results rather than other de-

tection techniques and can resolve the problems

mentioned in the introduction part. However, the

indicated way of detection has required specific

hardware and software systems for designing ob-

ject detection model. There are certain high-level

APIs (Application Programming Interface) like

TensorFlow, Keras, and JSON that a set of func-

tions and procedures allowing the creation of appli-

cations, that can access the features or data of an

operating system, application, or other service for

building a deep learning based object detection

model. According to the given issue and our goal

in all respects for building detection model we have

used TensorFlow API model and Faster RCNN an

object detector architecture presented by R.

Girshick, and his colleagues in 2015 [10].

2.3 Faster RCNN object detection architecture 

Faster RCNN is becoming one of the most used

and popular an object detection architecture pre-

sented by R. Girshick, Sh. Ren, K. He and J. Sun

in 2015 that uses Convolutional Neural Network

like other famous detectors, such as YOLO (You

Look Only Once), SSD (Single Shot Detector) and

so on. In general, Faster RCNN composed from

three main part at all that can be managed building

object detection model process. They are: a) con-

volution layers; b) region proposal network; c)

classes and bounding boxes prediction, that shown

in Fig. 3 below [14]:

a) Convolutional Layers. These layers can help

to extract the appropriate features of the images

from dataset via training filters that will learn

Fig. 2. Drone dataset.
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through training shapes and colors that exist in

training images. Our target to detect and track is

person or we can say pedestrian as well. Learning

rate of object detection depend on the quantity of

images and structural layer combination of the

CNN. As an example of learning features process

we can assimilate filtration of the ready coffee. As

a convolution layers to coffee filter that coffee filter

does not let the coffee powder pass to the cup, so

in this case also convolutional layers learn the ob-

ject features and don’t let anything else pass with-

out learning, only the targeted object. In a detail,

we can improve this activity by making labeling

images manually as well, and as a result the ready

coffee liquid will be last feature map of the CNN.

Generally convolutional network composed of

Convolution layers, pooling layers, activation lay-

ers and last component of the layers called fully

connected layer or another extended thing that will

be applied for an appropriate task like classification

or detection. There is common structure of the

CNN structure shown Fig. 4 [14]:

By sliding filter along throughout input image

we compute convolution and result will come out

as a two dimensional matrix called feature map

within in anchors that shown in Fig. 5:

After computing feature map comes pooling lay-

er which consist of decreasing quantity of features

that eliminates pixels with low values from feature

map shown in Fig. 6:

b) Region Proposal Networks. RPN is a small

neural network to generate proposals for the region

where the object located, that a small sliding an-

chor box over a convolutional feature map and pre-

dict whether there is an object or not and also pre-

dict the bounding box of those objects shown in

Fig. 7 [15, 10]:

Fig. 3. Main architecture of Faster RCNN.

Fig. 4. Common CNN structure for object classification.
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Fig. 6. Reducing the spatial size of the representation 

in an image by diminishing the amount of pa-

rameters and computation in the network. 

RPN has a classifier that determines the proba-

bility of proposal having the target object, while

regression regresses the coordinates of the pro-

posals. In Fig. 7 shown that k anchors boxes ap-

plied for each location, which means anchors are

translation invariant that uses the same ones at

every location. Regression gives offsets from an-

chor boxes that each (regressed) anchor shows an

object after classification gives the probability.

c) Classes and Bounding Boxes Prediction. This

part is final step of object detection that we use

fully connected neural network layer, and as an in-

put the regions are proposed by the RPN and pre-

dicts object classes (Classification), Bounding box-

es (Regression) as well.

2.4 Training Drone Dataset

Most open source datasets have been applied for

classifying objects and identifying them as well.

There are several datasets which contains more

than 1000 classes and each classes have training

and tasting images, that most common datasets:

ImageNet, MNIST, LSUN, MS COCO – Common

Objects in Context, Youtube-8M, Yelp Reviews,

CIFAR-10, Open Image Dataset and so on. We col-

lected our own dataset which has 600 images at

all, of these 400 for training and 200 for testing

images. As we mentioned before, we labeled all

images manually and created label map for classi-

fying them into two classes: pedestrian and

vehicle. There is no exact number of labeled person

or car classes, that most of images have more than

one object and car or person class. These images

have been stored into needed direction and created

train_label and test_label .csv files which holds co-

ordinates of the bounding rectangles for every ob-

Fig. 5. Calculation of feature map.

Fig. 7. Example of RPN structure.
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ject in every image. After that by using created

.csv files training and testing tfrecords have been

generated where we can use to read data efficiently

and it can be helpful to serialize our data and store

it in a set of files that can each be read linearly.

Now we need to configure object detection pipe-

line that defines which models and what parame-

ters will be used for training and points through

the training images and data. Our training model

is called Faster RCNN Inception V2 which we will

train our dataset by editing some parameters and

passing it to training folder. While editing this

model we have to change number of classes which

we want to classify and detect. Moreover, there is

some file paths like checkpoint, tfrecords, label map

has been changed, also number of training and

testing images quantity changed to exact number

in images folder. After setting up all parameters

and needed configurations our selected model

ready to training process. If everything has been

set up correctly tensorflow will initialize the train-

ing and initialization can take 30 seconds before the

actual training begins.

Training process speed and time depends on

what kind of CPU and GPU system we have, if

our OS has last version of GPU hardware system

that means we can get results faster than using

CPU system, while training time we recommend

not doing anything on your computer that requires

lots of processing power, because training classi-

fier uses 100% of your CPU and GPU. The training

process begins with stepping through training

batches and reporting the loss at each step and the

law sloth starts off high and then gets lower and

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Tensor board losses results after 200K times training: a) in a box classifier / classification loss; b) in a 

box classifier / localization loss; c) in the RPN / localization loss; d) in the RPN / objectless loss  
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lower as the object detection classifier trains.

Training classifier should train until the loss is

consistently below 0.05 or so that the law starts

to plateau out. We can view the process of training

job by using tensor board to set up it on our local-

host and view through a web browser.

In Fig. 8 has shown the result of training process

after 200k times at all, where we can see the classi-

fier has reached lower than 0.05 in a first (a) graph

that means our chosen model for training has

showed a good performance. A total loss graph es-

timates that while learning training dataset images

it can loss or misidentify objects by their features,

shapes and other parameters in one average graph

performance. The total loss of training process

performance together with clone loss given in Fig.

9 below:

One more essential part of graphical result of

training process are learning rate of trained and

tested dataset and step of learning, which shows

how quickly the model is adapted to the problem

in the range of -1 and 1, but exact learning rate

is 2e-4 shown in Fig. 10. Specifically, the learning

rate is a configurable hyper parameter used in the

training of neural networks that has a small pos-

itive value, often in the range between 0.0 and 1.0

[16]. Next graph named Global step is shows that

time where the Faster RCNN object detection

model took time for learning dataset images one

by one. In this graph we can see average step for

learning one step took 0.28 second, also it depends

Fig. 9. Performance of the total losses along with clone loss.

Fig. 10. Learning Rate and Global Step of training process. 
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on how many images in dataset as well. Tensor-

flow saves training checkpoints every five minutes

or so and stores them into the training folder,

where the checkpoint of highest step count will be

used to generate a classifier. Finally, after training

200k times finished in a training folder there are

some generated training result files like checkpoint,

model.ckpt.meta, model.ckpt.index, pipline.config,

and so on, which we can use to export inference

frozen graph as an object detection model or object

classifier.

The last step is to generate a frozen inference

graph by using the step count of the highest model

checkpoint in the training folder that in our case

it’s two hundred thousand (200k). By typing need-

ed command line code we will create a frozen in-

ference graph .pb file into the given output path.

This .pb files contains the object detection classi-

fier that will be used as an object detection model

while object tracking process.

2.5 Proposed Object Tracking Method

Object Tracking is one of the most challenging

task in Computer Vision and it has an important

domain in this sphere. It involves the process of

tracking an object which could be a person, car or

any type of movable objects across a series of

frames. Our proposed tracking system related to

tracking people which we would start with all pos-

sible detection in a frame by using Faster RCNN

object detection model. Even in subsequent frames

person will move away from the frame our de-

tection model will identify the object with any po-

sition of it across a series of frames. The basis of

our tracking method taken from the Discriminative

Correlation Filter Tracking with Channel and Spa-

tial Reliability (CSR-DCF) [17] tracking algorithm.

Moreover, this algorithm has been implemented in

a C++ and integrated into Open CV library as a

DNN (Deep Neural Networks) module [18]. We

proposed a tracking system that integration of

Faster RCNN object detection as an object detector

and OpenCV_CSRT_tracker as a tracking algo-

rithm for tracking method that shown in Fig. 11.

We have integrated CNN based object detector

with OpenCV tracker where we will apply Faster

RCNN based object detector model to support

tracking algorithm with stable object identifier

from coming real time frames. As an Object de-

tection model have been used output of the Faster

RCNN object classifier file that will support to

identify objects from coming frames and gives

Fig. 11. Proposed tracking method structure.   
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output predictions to the CSRT tracker.

Our proposed integrated algorithm from taking

real-time frames till tracking process pseudocode

given in Algorithm 1.

To support object detection model with OpenCV

tracker has been used OpenCV dnn module in the

library that implements forward pass (inferencing)

with deep networks, pre-trained object classifier

that used one of the most popular deep learning

framework TensorFlow. DNN module contains

two main functions that can be used for pre-

processing images and preparing them for classi-

fication via pre-trained deep learning model.

Structure of the dnn module allows to create and

manipulate comprehensive artificial neural net-

works [18]. Neural network is presented as di-

rected acyclic graph (DAG), where vertices are

Layer instances, and edges specify relationships

between layers inputs and outputs. In dnn library

in each network layer given unique integer id and

unique string name as well inside of the network.

Moreover, layer ID can store either layer name or

layer ID, also this class supports reference count-

ing of its instances, i. e. copies point to the same

instance. Inference diagram for cv::dnn::Net shown

in Fig. 12 below:

The given diagram shows main structure of the

dnn net where we have been applied Classification

Model and Detection Model only to track objects

wherewith our pre-trained object classifier. DNN

module supports all type of CNN (33 different)

layers. Our object detection method Faster RCNN

also built on with the help of some dnn layers

where OpenCV dnn module can support easily.

Algorithm 1: The FRCNN_CSRT integrated tracking algorithm 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Loop over frames of the sequence, and store corresponding information from each frame;

Resize a frame and compute the absolute difference between the current frame and first frame;

Loop over the contours identified and compute the bounding box for the contour, draw it on

the frame, (x, y, w, h), and use tensorflow object detection model files to detect object;

Extract the index of the class label from the `detections`, then compute the (x, y)-coordinates

of the bounding box for the object;

Draw the prediction on the frame and start tracker with differing initial frame and initial bounding

box;

Check to see if we are currently tracking an object, if so, ignore other boxes this code is relevant

if we want to identify particular persons and grab the new bb coordinates of the object;

Check to see if the tracking was a success and update the FPS counter;

loop over the info tuples and draw them on our frame and draw the text and timestamp on the

frame;

Show the frame and record if the user presses a key.

Fig. 12. Inference diagram of DNN module in OpenCV library.
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Detection model of OpenCV represents high-level

API for object detection networks, also allows to

set parameters for preprocessing input image.

Furthermore, it creates net from with trained

weights and config, sets preprocessing input, runs

forward pass and return result detections, also

supports SSD, Faster RCNN, and YOLO topologies.

Also Classification part the same with detection

model, it also uses trained weights and config files,

sets preprocessing input, runs forward pass and

return top - 1 prediction.

OpenCV CSRT object tracker implementation is

based on Discriminative Correlation Filter with

Channel and Spatial Reliability [17]. The inherence

diagram for CSRT tracker given in Fig. 13 below:

OpenCV library is enough big to use different

kind of purposes with the support of several pro-

gramming environment in an Image Processing.

This tracker base abstract class for the long-term

tracking and it gives stats-of-the-art performance

with the integration of CNN object detection.

Parameters for initialize the tracker with a known

bounding box that surrounded the target image re-

turns with true if initialization went successfully,

false otherwise. While tracking process reads al-

gorithm parameters from a file storage, where im-

plemented in the Algorithm part of the OpenCV

library. Our integrated tracking method updates

the tracker with the help of pre-trained object clas-

sifier, which includes object features, bounding

boxes, object shape information that to find object

location in image and class as well and find new

most likely bounding box for target from the cur-

rent frame, which represent the new target loca-

tion, if true was returned, not modified otherwise.

True means that target was located and false

means that tracker cannot locate target in current

frame. Note, that latter does not imply that tracker

has failed, maybe target is indeed missing from the

frame, we may say out of sight too.

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have collected our own dataset that contains

images taken by drones to make an object de-

tection model to apply for tracking process. Insofar

as a main goal was to create a tracker for drone

and track only two class of object. For this reason

we collected our own dataset which includes two

image classes: pedestrian and vehicle, where we

trained our object detection model with the help of

Faster RCNN object detection approach to make

an object classifier. This step was urgent to create

an individual object tracker rather than using open

source datasets which has more classes. Further-

more, our trained object classifier dataset images

only taken by drone cameras, if we apply our pro-

posed tracking method to drones it works as ex-

pected, because of the dataset which contains

drone camera based images that helps while train-

ing object classifier to learn objects location, posi-

tion, shape, and other parameters of the objects.

This difference of dataset’s image from ordinary

one may influence tracking performance massively.

On account of this fact we may see the accom-

plishment of object classifier even with a small

amount of images on dataset can show a noticeable

outcome while tracking by drone.

After finishing 200K times training our dataset

we got our object classifier model and we have

tested our object detection (classifier) model work

by applying images from different open source re-

sources that accomplishment of our detector dem-

onstrated perfect results, such as shown in Fig.

14. We can see the remarkable results of object de-
Fig. 13. Inference diagram of CSRT tracker in OpenCV 

library.
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tection model from different sources, however the

object classifier is not detecting all objects in frame

at once in a section (c) and accuracy rate is under

100%. While tracking we may face thousands of

position, location, shape as well that means it re-

quires more quantity of images on dataset with

different position and environment object located

images to get perfect results. Nevertheless, with

600 labeled images dataset gave unusual result af-

ter training by Faster RCNN object classifier

model.

Additionally, object detection model have been

tested with different environment, for instance,

video sequence that based on drone camera, with

real time webcam, and with mobile camera as well,

result was good according to the different video

environment and situation.

The main goal is in this paper to create a new

and simple object tracker for drones and to be sim-

ple to set up it to hardware platform. However we

suggested new tracking method by using one of

the most popular object detection model integration

with a tracker algorithm. Our suggested tracking

algorithm to use for a new tracker is one of the

most commonly used algorithm in this sphere and

we have integrated detector and tracker. We have

tested our tracking method with different open

source datasets and got good results and compered

with conventional tracker itself. The experiments

show that CSR-DCF tracker algorithm cannot re-

establish object once it gone from current frame

or tracks object not properly and if the shape or

appearance of the tracking object changes in a no-

ticeable drape tracker can’t track object properly

and consequently it will lose a target. We have

tested this situation on video sequence taken by

drone, here is some result of tested video shown

in Fig. 15 below:

Initially, conventional tracking method perform-

ance was good, it tracked a target properly, but af-

ter some movement of target frame by frame and

changing a foreground/background color of frame

the tracker could not predict properly (given in

1611, 1696, 1854 frames) a new location of target

and position of the maximum in correlation be-

tween backgrounds and image patch features ex-

traction on position and weight by the channel reli-

ability scores. This video sequence taken by drone

after some video footage the target position on vid-

eo sequence has changed totally where CSR-DCF

tracker could not estimate reliability map and chan-

nel reliability (frame-2106,2480,2965,3275), even

failed at all in some frame (frame-2273). In order

to solve that kind of problems we have proposed

solution by apply deep learning based object de-

tector to recovering tracking process in every step

of tracking.

Furthermore, a proposed tracking method has

been tested with several well-known open source

datasets, like OTB (Object Tracking Benchmark),

VOT (Visual Object Tracking), and others. How-

ever, we have compared results in Table 1 with

some open source datasets which conventional

method has been tested and posted as a final ap-

proach performance in several internet blogs. We

Fig. 14. Object detection results of the pre-trained Faster 

RCNN object classifier: (a) image from internet 

sources taken by drone camera; (b, c) picture 

taken from drone video sequence; (d) image 

from VOT2018 dataset. 
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can see the comparison result of conventional and

proposed tracking methods in Table 1, where has

been tested with three different open source data-

sets that the main difference between two methods

is deep learning based approach and real time

frames per second as well.

4. CONCLUSION 

The method proposed in this study proves that

it can reach perfect performance in tracking proc-

ess using deep learning based object detection ap-

proach that could achieve better results in several

tested open source datasets. We have presented

Faster RCNN training procedure only with two

class object classification includes 600 images. Our

proposed additional object classifier part to CSR-

DCF algorithm could help to overcome problems

that mentioned in abstract and through this manual

script. In this method we have integrated deep

learning based object classifier model with CSRT

tracker OpenCV implementation version of CSR-

DCF algorithm with the support of OpenCV DNN

module. Comparison results showed a much better

performance in proposed tracking method that in

tracking process an object classifier gives exact

location of the target in frame with the benefit of

pre-trained object classifier. Moreover, because of

the drone dataset which all training and testing im-

ages taken from drone camera could hand even

Table 1. Comparison results  

Tracker
Precision-
CVPR2013

Precision-
OTB100

Precision-
OTB50

Deep Learning
(Yes/No)

Real Time

CSR-DCF 0.8 0.733 N Y(13)

Proposed 0.89 0.829 0.81 Y Y(30)

Fig. 15. Qualitative results of conventional (CSR-DCF, blue) and proposed (FRCNN_CSRT, green) trackers (0, 485, 

981,… - frames) .
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with not much pre-trained images.

The method presented here can be used by mod-

ifying for any kind of intended controlling systems

or tracking purposes that can be managed easily.

In the future work we would try to improve track-

ing accuracy and performance as well.
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